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Abstract
We evaluate the ability of large language models (LLMs) to provide PropBank semantic role label annotations
across different realizations of the same verbs in transitive, intransitive, and middle voice constructions. In order to
assess the meta-linguistic capabilities of LLMs as well as their ability to glean such capabilities through in-context
learning, we evaluate the models in a zero-shot setting, in a setting where it is given three examples of another
verb used in transitive, intransitive, and middle voice constructions, and finally in a setting where it is given the
examples as well as the correct sense and roleset information. We find that zero-shot knowledge of PropBank
annotation is almost nonexistent. The largest model evaluated, GPT-4, achieves the best performance in the
setting where it is given both examples and the correct roleset in the prompt, demonstrating that larger models can
ascertain some meta-linguistic capabilities through in-context learning. However, even in this setting, which is simpler
than the task of a human in PropBank annotation, the model achieves only 48% accuracy in marking numbered
arguments correctly. To ensure transparency and reproducibility, we publicly release our dataset and model responses.
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1. Introduction

The increasing generative power of LLMs
presents ample opportunity for NLP resource prac-
titioners to employ it for large-scale annotation ef-
forts, which have traditionally been costly and labor
intensive. Various studies have touted the promises
of these large scale language models’ capabili-
ties for syntactic and semantic analyses (c.f. Tan
et al. 2024; Savelka and Ashley 2023; Shin and
Van Durme 2022). Other works suggest that they
are still yet to achieve the type of capabilities that
are needed to make them truly useful in language
resource building capacities (Lu et al., 2023; Et-
tinger et al., 2023; Bonial and Tayyar Madabushi,
2024). In this work,1 we empirically test the feasi-
bility for using state-of-the-art LLMs for conducting
large scale linguistic annotation, using PropBank
as a test bed. More concretely, we ask, do GPT-
3.5 and GPT-4, which excel in language generative
capabilities, possess the ability to produce viable
PropBank annotation?

Our choice of PropBank annotation as the
testbed is motivated by the ways in which PropBank
annotation is rooted in both syntax and semantics.
Although the task of PropBank is primarily semantic
role labeling, the semantic roles assigned depend
upon the choice of a given relation’s coarse-grained

*Equal contribution
1Dataset and model responses available at

https://github.com/H-TayyarMadabushi/
Adjudicating-LLMs-as-PropBank-Annotators

sense. Sense distinctions in PropBank were made
based upon differences in semantic roles as well as
syntactic behaviors—namely the subcategorization
frame of a relation or the ways in which the seman-
tic arguments are realized syntactically (e.g., as
subjects, direct objects, or obliques). Thus, Prop-
Bank senses or “rolesets” reflect a set of seman-
tic roles that are realized in a syntactically distinct
way. As a result, PropBank is a powerful resource
that provides explicit mappings between particu-
lar syntactic patterns of argument expression and
the semantic roles of those arguments, enabling
a shallow semantic analysis facilitated by clearly
recognizable syntactic patterns. Given that LLMs
have been touted for their abilities with respect to
both syntax and semantics, we seek to test whether
the mapping of syntactic constituents to particular
semantic roles can be accomplished by LLMs.

The primary contribution of this research is an
initial assessment of the meta-linguistic capabilities
of LLMs, where we design three prompts meant to
dissect LLMs’ abilities with respect to the PropBank
tasks of both argument annotation and sense or
roleset annotation. We test LLMs’ ability to accom-
plish roughly the equivalent task as human Prop-
Bank annotation via few-shot in-context prompting.
We also test two additional settings: a more diffi-
cult setting testing LLMs’ zero-shot knowledge of
PropBank (no in-context examples); and an easier
setting, where the LLM is provided with not only the
few-shot examples but also the correct roleset with
expected roles.

Our findings show that even GPT-4 (best model)

https://github.com/H-TayyarMadabushi/Adjudicating-LLMs-as-PropBank-Annotators
https://github.com/H-TayyarMadabushi/Adjudicating-LLMs-as-PropBank-Annotators
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Match Types
Model Setting Exact Core-Arg Num-Arg

GPT-3.5
0-shot 8.6% 8.6% 17.1%
3-shot 11.4% 17.1% 37.1%
3-shot+rs 2.9% 2.9% 20.0%

GPT-4
0-shot 8.6% 17.1% 34.3%
3-shot 14.3% 20.0% 42.9%
3-shot+rs 22.9% 22.9% 48.6%

Table 1: We report on positive matches for GPT-
3.5 and GPT-4 over three prompt settings: 0-shot,
3-shot, and 3-shot with roleset (3-shot+rs).

generally struggles to assign correct semantic roles
to the arguments across syntactic realizations,
achieving 42.9% accuracy in the few-shot setting
(Table 1). When the roleset is predefined alongside
examples, the model performance does improve to
48.6%; however, that is abysmally low in compar-
ison to the reported PropBank human average of
88.3%. As expected, the zero-shot setting is the
most difficult for the LLMs (34.3%).

Furthermore, we show that GPT-4’s relatively
poor performance stems from its apparent inability
to generalize semantics across the various syn-
tactic realizations. The highest successes are at-
tributed to the transitive construction (best 85.7%)
where syntax maps canonically to PropBank’s ar-
gument numbering (i.e. Arg0-5). For intransitive
and middle voice constructions, performance drops
considerably (best 25.0%).

2. Background & Motivation

2.1. PropBank Annotation
Born in the early 2000s, The Proposition Bank
(PropBank) changed the world of lexical semantics
in NLP by using syntactic parses as a scaffolding
for the much more difficult problem of parsing mean-
ing. The underlying idea was that English verbs
exhibit patterns in the way they structure their par-
ticipants both syntactically and semantically, and
so by tagging syntactic arguments of a verb with
semantic role labels, a system could be trained to
understand fundamental propositional semantics
(i.e. who did what to whom, when and how?) using
syntactic cues (Palmer et al., 2005).

PropBank’s main innovation was in creating a
large scale inventory of rolesets (sense disam-
biguated predicate argument structures) for English
verbs, and then having expert human annotators
apply them to syntactic parse trees from the Penn
TreeBank (Taylor et al., 2003). The PropBank role-
set lexicon consists of verb lemmas organized into
frame files. Each frame file contains one or more
rolesets representing the different semantic senses

Match Types
Construction N Exact Core-Arg Num-Arg
Transitive 14 50.0% 50.0% 85.7%
Intransitive 13 7.7% 7.7% 23.1%
Middle 8 12.5% 12.5% 25.0%

Table 2: We report the percentage of positive
matches for our best-performing prompt and
model combination: GPT-4 with the few-shot
prompt that includes the correct roleset. N refers
to the number of instances available for each con-
struction.

associated with the verb, with each roleset pro-
viding a predicate label, a written sense definition,
and a list of roles corresponding to the semantically-
essential participants of the event. PropBank roles
are numbered and given short written descriptions
rather than more traditional thematic role labels as
a way of splitting the difference between semantic
and syntactic primacy of the argument. For ex-
ample, Arg0s correspond to proto-agents (Dowty,
1991), which also tend to occur as syntactic sub-
jects on verbs, and Arg1s generally correspond to
proto-patients, which often occur as syntactic ob-
jects. Consider, for example, the following rolesets
for the verb deal:2

Verb: deal
Roleset: deal.01 (handle, deal with, transaction)
ARG0: dealer (or all dealers)
ARG1: co-dealer
ARG2: subject/type of transaction
ARG3: value of transaction

Roleset: deal.02 (play cards, distribute something)
ARG0: distributor
ARG1: cards, thing distributed
ARG2: other player(s), distributed to
The annotation schema itself was relatively sim-

ple. For every instance of a verbal relation in a
corpus sentence, annotators would first select a
roleset and then tag the nodes in the parse tree
governed by the verb with either a) a numbered
argument from the roleset, or b) one of a small in-
ventory of general semantic modifier args (ArgMs,
e.g., ArgM-LOC (location), ArgM-DIS (discourse
markers), ArgM-MNR (manners and instruments))
(Bonial et al., 2010). Annotators were presented
all of the instances of a given verb lemma from
the corpus as a single task, and were able to see
all of the rolesets associated with that lemma in
a dropdown menu (Choi et al., 2010). For each
roleset, they were able to see the definition, the
roles with their descriptions, and they were able to

2All rolesets provided in this paper are copied directly
without changes from https://propbank.github.
io/v3.4.0/frames/.

https://propbank.github.io/v3.4.0/frames/
https://propbank.github.io/v3.4.0/frames/
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open a window that showed a variety of annotated
example sentences.

One of PropBank’s greatest successes was that,
across a wide range of corpora and domains, hu-
man annotators were able to make these judgments
easily and consistently. Inter-annotator agreement
(IAA) was consistently high for PropBank—Bonial
et al. (2017) report “exact match” (all constituents
and arguments match precisely) IAA for English ver-
bal relations at 84.8%, and “core-arg match” (num-
bered arguments match and ArgMs match, but the
specific ArgM, such as Temporal or Locative, need
not match) of 88.3%.

2.2. Related Works & Motivation
The benefits of being able to produce annotations
with little training data has become an alluring
prospect for resource practitioners in NLP. In the
recent years, LLMs have been used to collect large-
scale datasets (c.f. Liu et al. 2022; Shin et al. 2020)
or to distill data to enable smaller models (c.f. Bha-
gavatula et al. 2022; West et al. 2021) as a means
of reducing the cost burden that large-scale an-
notation efforts may incur. These achievements
have been made possible by LLMs’ capability to
produce impressive generations, which have been
attributed to an emergent capability to do semantic
reasoning (Srivastava et al., 2023; Wei et al., 2022).

Recently, however, several works have cast
scrutiny over the LLM capabilities for grasping se-
mantic components of language and for targeted
semantic analysis. Lu et al. (2023) have suggested
that ability to tackle complex tasks is not necessarily
emergent. Rather, models are adept at leveraging
in-context learning to tackle complex tasks.3 To
refine our understanding and better delineate the
parameters necessary to prompt LLMs to exhibit
complex analytical abilities, we undertake exper-
iments employing prompts both with and without
illustrative examples. These experiments aim to
establish the optimal prompt format conducive to
eliciting LLM abilities that enable us to solve meta-
linguistic tasks such as this, while also serving as
a method for exploring the capabilities of and limi-
tations of LLMs.

In terms of the level of semantic analysis LLMs
are able to accomplish, some research shows that
larger LLMs are able to sort sentences by semantic
similarity based on constructional semantics (e.g.,
grouping together She blinked the tears off of her
eyelashes and She wiped the flour off of the table),
while smaller LLMs are only able to sort sentences
by lexical semantics (e.g., grouping together blink,
cough, breathe regardless of their broader construc-
tional setting) (Li et al., 2022). However, recent

3In-context learning refers to the capability of LLMs
to perform tasks based on minimal examples.

research suggests that even the largest models
(GPT-4) are unable to recognize the semantic sim-
ilarity of events expressed in argument structure
constructions (Goldberg, 2003), such as the resul-
tative, when non-canonical verbs are found in these
constructions (e.g., He yelled himself hoarse as op-
posed to He made himself hoarse by yelling) (Bonial
and Tayyar Madabushi, 2024). Even if LLMs are
able to group some sentences by semantic and con-
structional similarity, there is evidence suggesting
that the models are not able to infer the appropriate
semantics from constructions such as The more I
study it, the less I understand it (Weissweiler et al.,
2022).

Wilson et al. (2023) evaluate the extent to which
models in the BERT family are able to generalize
different types of linguistic knowledge, including
what they call “Type 2 knowledge,” which allows
speakers to predict word occurrences in new, struc-
turally related contexts they have not explicitly en-
countered before, based on their understanding of
how thematic roles are typically assigned across
different grammatical structures. The authors use
fine-tuning and introduce novel tokens in a fixed
structural context to evaluate the extent to which
pre-trained language models generalize to Type 2
knowledge. The authors find that PLMs can gen-
eralize to Type 2 knowledge only to a very small
extent, and do not generalize across active and
passive sentences. While these results are cer-
tainly relevant to our own research question, we
emphasize that we are testing much larger models,
where research has suggested distinct potential for
in-context learning (Wei et al., 2023).

Moreover, Ettinger et al. (2023) have shown that
LLMs can readily achieve surface level semantic
analysis such as locating the main predicate and its
core arguments (i.e. retrieving the “who-did-what-
to-whom”). However, when tasked to capture a
more complex semantic analysis as required by
the structured AMR framework, the models fail mis-
erably even when presented with a diverse set of
in-context examples. Thus, in this work we turn
to PropBank, which provides a relatively simple
semantic annotation framework revolving around
identifying the who-did-what-to-whom information
of a verb, which may be a more reasonable level
of semantic decomposition for LLMs to grasp.

However, despite the simplicity of the PropBank
framework, we also recognize the annotation de-
mands a level of comprehension beyond that of
mere pattern recognition. It requires the compre-
hension of the elements of the sentence and their
associated forms. Thus, we hypothesize that the
effectiveness of LLMs on this task is likely to be
limited, especially due to the complexity of this
task which requires a certain “understanding” of
the meaning of sentences. This is especially likely
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given the propensity of LLMs to generate linguis-
tically fluent, but factually or logically inconsistent
sentences (Rawte et al., 2023).

In light of the evolving discourse surrounding
LLMs and their capabilities, this work aims to ex-
plore the utility of LLMs in generating PropBank
annotations. Specifically, we aim to answer the
following research questions: a) How effective are
LLMs at generating PropBank annotations, and b)
What is the most effective way of prompting LLMs
for the purpose of PropBank annotation?

3. Evaluation Framework

3.1. Verb and Construction Targets
To capture a wide variety of semantic and syntactic
realizations, we select 7 verbs from 7 distinct Verb-
Net Classes (Schuler, 2005) for the evaluation and
analysis of LLM capability for PropBank annotation.
The verbs are listed in Table 3. While PropBank an-
notations are inclusive of both verb and non-verbal
relations (e.g., pitch.04 serves both the White
House pitch and the proposal pitched by the White
House), for the purposes of this work, we specifi-
cally focus only on verbal relations.

These verbs are selected on the basis of their
ability to participate in three syntactic realizations
(henceforth, constructions): transitive, intransitive,
and middle voice. These constructions map se-
mantic arguments to their syntactic element quite
distinctly. As such, they allow us to evaluate if
LLMs can appropriately assign what are generally
Arg0 prototypical agents and Arg1 prototypical pa-
tients to the correct arguments, despite these fun-
damental constructional differences. For example,
in intransitive realizations, the subjects may be ani-
mate Agents or Causes (e.g., John writes well), but
we may also see inanimate Patients undergoing
a change of state (e.g., The chair broke). In the
middle voice, it is the Theme or Patient that sits in
the subject position with the Agent unmentioned
(e.g., the cards deal smoothly). Further details on
the data collection and distinction between intransi-
tive and middle voice can be found in Appendix A.
Thus, each evaluation instance requires the model
to cue on both the syntactic and lexical semantic
information to determine whether it is Arg0 or Arg1
that likely sits in the subject position. From Prop-
Bank IAA, we know that human annotators can
easily track these alternations. In this work, we
investigate whether the models can do so as well.

3.2. Evaluation Set and Data Source
For compiling our exploratory corpus for evaluating
LLMs, we leverage the Corpus of Contemporary
American English (COCA) (Davies, 2008), which
enables targeted search for particular verb in the

syntactic realizations of our interest. As COCA
does not furnish PropBank annotations, the ex-
tracted sentences are annotated for verbal relation
targets by three of the authors previously trained
extensively in PropBank annotation standards.

From COCA, we extract sentences for each of
the 7 verbs with 5 usages per verb (aiming for 2
transitive, 2 intransitive, and 1 middle voice con-
struction) resulting in a total of 35 sentences in
the evaluation set. Additionally we extract 3 in-
stances corresponding to the three constructions
for in-context examples used in our few-shot setting.
Further details are included in Appendix A.

The purpose of this annotated dataset is an ini-
tial exploration of LLM capabilities; it is not large
enough to serve as a full diagnostic evaluation set.
Although we considered leveraging some of the
existing PropBank corpus annotations, we opted to
annotate new sentences not included in any past
PropBank release to avoid the possibility that the
model’s training data included the existing anno-
tated corpora.

3.3. Models & Prompting Strategies
The capabilities of LLMs are inherently determined
by the extent of their training and the scale of their
parameters. As such, in assessing the proficiency
of LLMs as effective PropBank annotators, our
analysis centers on two prominent and powerful
language models, GPT-3.5-turbo-0301 and GPT-
4-0613. The experiments are conducted via the
OpenAI API using a temperature setting of 0. A
temperature of 0 is chosen to enforce determinis-
tic output generation, wherein the models select
the most probable next token thus ensuring repro-
ducibility. Due to the deterministic nature of our
experiments, we run each of them once.

The choice of the specific prompts employed
when interfacing with LLMs has been identified as
a critical factor influencing their performance. We
employ the following three prompting formats:

• 0-shot setting: The model is instructed to an-
notate the provided sentence using PropBank
annotations. This is a setting we expect to be
harder than human PropBank annotation as no
examples nor rolesets are made available.

• 3-shot setting: The model is provided with 3 ex-
amples in a setting that is roughly equivalent to a
human PropBank annotation set up—examples
are given and, in addition to completing annota-
tion, the annotator must decide on the roleset.

• 3-shot roleset setting (3-shot+rs): Along with
the examples, the model is provided with the role-
set associated with the input sentence. This set-
ting is easier than human annotation—examples
and the rolesets with expected roles are provided.
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Verb VerbNet Class Corpus Example (corresponding construction in parenthesis)
break Break-45.1 I think you were badly cut when the chair broke under you. (intransitive)
pour Pour-9.5 The beer pours a hazy yellow color with a huge white head. (middle)
write Say-37.7-1 It was due to illness and the doctor wrote a letter saying I couldn’t fly. (transitive)
deal Give-13.1 I saw that dude dealing drugs. (transitive)
smell See-30.1 Butterflies smell with their feet. (intransitive)
parse No VN Entry Spivak is the most gender-free pronoun that parses well in English. . . (middle)
rain Weather-57 In spring and fall it rains occasionally. (intransitive)
hike Run-51.3.2 This trail hikes through a portion of the historic area...(middle)

Table 3: We focus on 7 verbal relations for evaluation set with 5 usages for each verb for a total of 35
sentences. We use the 8th verbal relation ("hike") for in-context examples for prompting.

In addition to the specific prompt format, the ex-
act wording of the prompt itself has been found to
have an effect on the output generated by LLMs.
Given the inexact nature of prompt engineering, we
conduct preliminary tests focused on subjective as-
sessments of output variations on a small number
of test samples. While there could always be a
more effective prompt, identifying such an optimal
prompt is not straightforward. Additionally, our aim
is to assess how annotators typically would interact
with LLMs.

In human annotation, examples provided during
annotation do not necessarily use the same verb or
voice as the sentence being annotated. Thus, in se-
lecting examples, we always use the same (static)
set of examples, involving the verb hike, which dif-
fer from the evaluation dataset.4 We conducted
experiments using a range of prompts aimed at
identifying the most effective wording and format,
using a small subset of our data. The final prompt
we use is shown Appendix B.

We also note that providing in-context examples
allows us to evaluate models that may not have
been explicitly trained with PropBank annotations.
By incorporating in-context examples, we circum-
vent the need for models to undergo specific fine-
tuning (also called instructional fine-tuning) for un-
derstanding instructions pertaining to PropBank.

3.4. Metrics for Evaluation
We use three evaluation metrics that mirror evalua-
tion metrics used to report human IAA for PropBank
annotation (see Albright et al. (2013) for a summary
of metrics). Exact match represents the strictest
match, while the rest are more relaxed measures.
• Exact Match: LLM annotation matches the man-

ually produced, gold standard annotation with

4While the hike examples are provided in transitive,
intransitive, and middle constructions, we acknowledge
that there may be an effect of using a single verb across
the few-shot examples. We provide a follow-on experi-
ment in Section 5 that examines results where the prompt
verb and voice match the test usage.

respect to constituent boundaries as well as the
same role number or the same ArgM type identi-
fied for each phrases.

• Core-Arg Match: LLM’s constituent boundaries
match and have the same numbered roles la-
beled as the human annotation. ArgMs also
match in terms of being argMs, although the dis-
tinctions between the individual ArgM labels is
ignored. This relaxed measure allows for ArgM
type differences as observed in human annota-
tion. For example, The paper presented at a
2020 ACL could plausibly be marked as either
ArgM-TMP or ArgM-LOC.

• Number-Arg Match: LLM and human annota-
tions are matched with respect to the heads of
argument phrases (correct participant is iden-
tified, ignoring precise constituent boundaries),
and with respect to numbered arguments only,
ignoring ArgM annotations. Here, we are are
primarily interested in the correct assignment of
Arg0 and Arg1 despite syntactic differences in
their realization or their omission.5

4. Results

Here we report results for both GPT-3.5 perfor-
mance and GPT-4 performance across our three
different prompt settings: zero-shot, 3-shot without
the roleset information given, and 3-shot with the
correct roleset given in the prompt. In Table 1, we
report the percentage of positive matches across
each of the match types from strictest to loosest:
Exact, Core-Arg, and Numbered-Arg match. In the
sections to follow, we discuss and provide match

5The roleset specification in the 3-shot+rs setting in-
cludes the description of the core arguments only, with-
out reference to the various ArgMs that PropBank allows.
Thus, outside of the ArgMs included in examples in the
few-shot setting, the model is given no guidance on ArgM
annotation, whereas human PropBank annotators would
be trained to identify ArgM types. Number-Arg Match
is designed to assess the generation without unfairly
penalizing the model for mistakes in ArgM.
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and error examples for each prompt setting and
finally for the different sentence types (transitive,
intransitive, middle voice).

4.1. Zero-Shot Setting
In the zero-shot setting, we prompt the model,
“Given the following verb and sentence, produce
a PropBank annotation of the verb sense and its
arguments.” In this setting, we provide only the tar-
get verb and sentence, we do not provide potential
rolesets or the correct roleset. With this prompt,
GPT-3.5 is only able to provide exact and core-arg
matches for two relatively straightforward transitive
sentences:

1. (This reporter)-Arg0 smells-Rel (another
Emmy)-Arg16

2. (A fringe of activists)-Arg0 broke-Rel (some
doors and windows of the halls)-Arg1 and
committed two minor assaults.

The numbered-arg matches that GPT-3.5 is able
to obtain are also largely (5 of 7 matches) of the
transitive type.

GPT-4 performs much better than GPT-3.5 in the
zero shot setting. GPT-4 matches on the same tran-
sitive sentences that GPT-3.5 was able to match
in this setting, and it is also able to provide core-
arg matches for 2 intransitives and 2 middle voice
usages, including, for example:

3. GPT-4 Annotation: Use the heavy floss
because (the fine floss)-Arg1 breaks-Rel
(easily)-ArgM-Adverbial

4. GPT-4 Annotation: (This fellow)-Arg0 writes-
Rel (abominably)-ArgM-Adverbial

Note that the above sentences are only core-arg
matches, as opposed to exact matches, due to dif-
ferences in the specific ArgMs marked. The gold
standard marks what was annotated by GPT-4 as
ArgM-Adverbial instead as ArgM-Manner. Interest-
ingly, as we describe in the next section, GPT-4 is
not able to correctly annotate the above sentences
in the few-shot setting.

4.2. Few-Shot Setting
In the few-shot setting, we prompt the model in the
same way, but we also provide three example anno-
tations that all use the verb hike, exemplified in tran-
sitive, intransitive, and middle voice constructions.
We then provide the target verb and sentence. We
do not provide any information regarding the rel-
evant roleset. Thus, this setting is very similar to

6We use this notation to express the gold standard
annotation, we did not expect or require the LLMs to
output in this format.

what a human annotator would face, as they would
not have seen the particular target annotation in-
stance before, though they may have seen variety
of other PropBank annotation examples during their
training. Note that some generalization is required
in moving from the examples of a different verb and
the alternations in Arg0 and Arg1 seen for that verb,
and the parallel syntactic alterations for the target
verb.

While both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 show improve-
ment in this setting, the improvement is not as
straightforward as one might expect. Specifically,
the gains are made primarily with respect to supe-
rior annotation of transitive usages. For example,
GPT-4 in particular fails to match on the middle and
intransitive sentences (3) and (4) above by shift-
ing the Arg1, the fine floss, to an Arg0, while also
shifting the manner adjunct, abominably to an Arg1.
We hypothesize therefore that adding the examples
for comparison causes the model to overgeneralize
where numbered arguments should be used, and
specifically where Arg0 should be used, perhaps
given that most of the hike examples involve an
Arg0 subject.

4.3. Simplified Annotation Task in
Few-Shot Setting

In the final prompt setting we provide the most infor-
mation, simplifying the annotation task by including
the correct roleset in the prompt. Thus, in addition
to examples of how argument numbers are applied
across the three constructions from the verb hike,
we also describe explicitly how the argument num-
bers map to the semantic roles, expressed in nat-
ural language (as opposed to traditional thematic
role labels), for the target verb.

We find that GPT-3.5 performs worse in this set-
ting, with the numbered-arg matches falling from
37.1% in the few-shot setting to 20.0% when we
now provide the roleset. When we examine where
new errors were introduced in this setting, we find
that example (2), which was consistently annotated
correctly in the zero-shot and few-shot (without the
roleset) settings, is no longer annotated correctly.
Instead, the model over-extends the application of
the numbered arguments specified in the roleset
(see Figure 1), which was provided to the model .

5. (A fringe of activists)-Arg0 broke-Rel (some
doors and windows of the halls)-Arg1 (away
from the halls)-Arg4

Note that the phrase GPT-3.5 assigns as the Arg4
(thing broken away from) is not present in the orig-
inal sentence. The model adds this to the anno-
tation despite explicit prompting to only use the
words found in the sentence. Similarly, the in-
clusion of the roleset seems to have entirely de-
railed GPT-3.5’s annotation, resulting in particularly
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Verb: break
Roleset: break.01 (break, cause to not be
whole)
ARG0: breaker
ARG1: thing broken
ARG2: instrument
ARG3: pieces
ARG4: arg1 broken away from what?

Verb: smell
Roleset: smell.02 (emit an odor)
ARG1: stinky thing
ARG2: attribute of arg1

Figure 1: PropBank rolesets break.01 and smell.02

widespread (and incorrect) application of the num-
bered arguments:

6. GOLD annotation: I think you were badly cut
when (the chair)-Arg1 broke-Rel (under you)-
ArgM-Location

7. GPT-3.5 annotation: I think you were (badly)-
Arg3 cut when (the chair)-Arg0 (broke)-Rel
under (you)-Arg1

GPT-4, in contrast, achieves the best perfor-
mance in this setting for all match types, with a
best result of 48.6% numbered-arg matches over-
all. Notably, most of this improvement comes in
adding matches for the intransitive and middle voice
usages, for example, achieving an exact match
(whereas no other settings produced any type of
match) on this usage of smell (see Figure 1).

8. (Our guy)-Arg1 smells-Rel (incredible)-Arg2
Thus, we hypothesize that when the mapping from
the roleset to the usage in question is particularly
simple and clear, the model is able to precisely ap-
ply the roleset information. However, we acknowl-
edge that it cannot handle cases beyond the simple
with much success.

4.4. Constituent Matching
A key difference between our prompt setup and
the information presented to human annotators is
that humans are asked to place the PropBank argu-
ment labels on top of Penn TreeBank constituency
parses (Marcus et al., 1994). The annotators are
instructed place labels only on constituents that are
sisters to the verb phrase (i.e. the subject) and
sisters of the verb (i.e. the direct object) (Bonial
et al., 2010), which is enforced by the PropBank
annotation tool (Choi et al., 2010).7 Pradhan et al.

7This training follows generative assumptions that the
verbal relation assigns theta roles to its arguments, and
that its arguments appear in these positions and only
these positions.

Verb: rain
Roleset: rain.01 (rain)
ARG0: metaphorical agent
ARG1: metaphorical rain
ARG2: rained upon

Figure 2: PropBank rolesets rain.01

(2022) attribute some of the high IAA to the fact that
the placement of annotations is clearly constrained
by the syntactic tree.

In our prompting experiments, we do not provide
the syntactic tree corresponding to the sentence.
Thus, in this section we explore the extent to which
our best-performing model, GPT-4, is able to pro-
vide constituent matches with the gold standard. A
constituent match is based solely on what phrases
are treated as annotated arguments, where the
argument labels themselves are entirely ignored.
We find that in the zero-shot setting, GPT-4 obtains
positive constituent matches in 42.9% of the annota-
tions. In the 3-shot setting where no roleset is given,
constituent matches are made for 51.4% of the
sentences. Finally, in the 3-shot setting where the
roleset is given, constituent matches drop slightly
to 48.6%. The fact that constituent matches are
hovering around 50% is a trend that suggests that
constituent matching is likely a large source of an-
notation error.

To gain a sense of what the constituent mis-
matches look like, consider the following example,
given the following roleset for rain (Figure 2):

9. GOLD annotation: On days (when)-ArgM-
Temporal (it)-Arg0 rains-Rel (nonstop)-
ArgM-Temporal, they throw sheets of plastic
over their hung wash.

10. GPT-4 annotation: (On days when)-ArgM-
Temporal (it)-Arg0 rains-Rel (nonstop)-
ArgM-Adverbial, they throw sheets of plastic
over (their hung wash)-Arg2

Note that their hung wash is what might have been
rained upon, had they not thrown sheets of plastic
over it. Thus, while there may be some plausible
justification for calling this Arg2, it is not in a syntac-
tic position to be considered a PropBank argument
for rain.

The numbered-arg match type does not require
constituent matches, but instead asks if the num-
bered arguments are assigned correctly to phrases
with the same head. Thus, there are instances in
our data where the constituents annotated do not
match, but the annotation is assigned a numbered-
arg match. Generally, these are cases where
the model fails to annotate an adjunct argument
altogether, or when constituent boundaries are
slightly off; for example, consider the following case
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of numbered-arg match that is not a constituent
boundary match:

11. GOLD annotation: (The Palestinians)-Arg0
rained-Rel (stones)-Arg1 (down)-ArgM-
Direction (onto Jews praying at the Western
Wall below)-Arg2, (injuring 11)-ArgM-
Adverbial

12. GPT-4 annotation: (The Palestinians)-Arg0
rained-Rel (stones)-Arg1 down (onto Jews
praying at the Western Wall below, injuring
11)-Arg2

4.5. Trends Across Transitive,
Intransitive, Middle

A key research question in this evaluation is
whether or not LLMs can act as PropBank anno-
tators, where the most critical aspect of the an-
notation is correctly assigning argument numbers
across different syntactic realizations of the same
relation. Thus, in this section, we focus on perfor-
mance across transitive, intransitive, and middle
voice constructions. Note that our evaluation in-
cludes the same 7 verbs exhibited in each of these
construction types, and the few-shot examples are
also one of each construction. For this analysis,
we focus on our best-performing model and prompt
combination—GPT-4 in the 3-shot setting with the
correct roleset provided.

As we can observe in Table 2, the model
achieves by far the most matches (85.7%
numbered-arg matches) for transitive usages. The
model can only achieve the most relaxed measure,
numbered-arg match, about 25% of the time across
intransitive usages (23.1 %) and middle voice us-
ages (25.0%). Again, our dataset is small, but from
this trend, we conclude that even at its best perfor-
mance, GPT-4 cannot identify the same semantic
roles arising in distinct syntactic realizations. Over-
all, we see that even for transitives, the best per-
forming model and prompt combination achieves
a core-arg match of only 50.0%. We contrast this
with the human IAA reported in Bonial et al. (2017),
where people achieve an exact match IAA of 84.8%
for verbal relations and a core-arg match IAA of
88.3%—and those agreement rates are for verbal
relations realized in a wide variety of syntactic real-
izations.

5. Discussion & Follow-On
Experimentation

We started out our study by asking two questions
regarding LLM capabilitily with respect to its (in-)
ability for to perform PropBank annotation: (a) How
effective are LLMs at this task, and (b) What is
the most effective way of prompting LLMs for this

task. Based on our results, we observe that there
is little evidence of any zero-shot meta-linguistic
knowledge enabling PropBank annotation. There
is some evidence that the larger model can do bet-
ter with more information—in-context learning is
certainly required for the ability to do PropBank
annotation. Specifically, we conclude that LLMs
are not a good replacement for expert linguistic an-
notators in generating PropBank annotations, and
the use of in-context examples is helpful in better
guiding LLMs towards the kind of annotations that
are more accurate.

To further validate this conclusion, we conducted
additional in-context experiments: Concretely, we
assessed the models’ ability to correctly perform
PropBank annotation when in-context examples
have the same verb and voice as the target us-
age to be annotated. This enabled us to gauge
the model’s capability in a scenario with minimal
variation between the in-context example and the
model’s requirements. Our findings consistently
demonstrate that both GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 perform
better on this version of the task than on the origi-
nal one. In fact, we observed that providing explicit
information related to the roleset helps models cor-
rectly complete the task in instances where they
previously do not. Overall, these results indicate
that models seem to be effective in following ex-
plicit instructions in the form of templated in-context
examples, as opposed to being able to generalize
from generic instructions akin to those presented
to humans.

Importantly, this indicates that resources such as
PropBank continue to be useful and, indeed, essen-
tial despite the effectiveness of LLMs, regardless
of their size. Not only are these datasets helpful
in probing the capabilities and limitations of LLMs,
they are also likely to be useful in augmenting LLMs
with additional capabilities including, for example,
a sample-efficient and nuanced interpretation of
input sentences.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Our research indicates that while LLMs may excel
at producing natural language text, they also show
astonishingly poor capabilities to generalize seman-
tically, especially when it comes to the capacity to
produce meta-linguistic annotations that adhere to
the annotation standards of the PropBank frame-
work. However, we also show the utility of in-context
examples and positive effect of carefully designed
prompts in producing better LLM meta-linguistic
generations. As PropBank and other linguistic re-
sources remain valuable for semantic analysis, our
work suggests that continued research and invest-
ment is needed in exploring how to best support
in-context learning of meta-linguistic knowledge.
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It’s worth underscoring that the goal of this study
was to assess current model capabilities to do basic
meta-linguistic annotation, rather than developing
methods by which we can empower models to do
PropBank annotation. Our finding that models fail
to perform even for manually-selected prototypical
constructions with sufficiently clear prompts indi-
cates a failure in meta-linguistic capabilities. Future
works to expand on evaluation dataset size will be
required to reveal the prevalence of this problem
and further explorations with prompt engineering
would be necessary to assess the depth of brittle-
ness of model capabilities.

Thus, an immediate future work includes the ex-
pansion of the evaluation dataset. While the small
size of this dataset is appropriate for the present
work that is aimed at an initial exploration of LLM
capabitilies, the expansion of this dataset would be
necessary to scale up to a full diagnostic set for
evaluating models. We expect that a larger evalua-
tion set will be helpful to discover further insights,
giving us the capability to make more robust gener-
alizations with regard to model capabilities. Also,
the present work was limited to GPT-3.5 and GPT-4.
Future directions include expanding the evaluation
over other models of varying scale and attested
capabilities.

In this work, we have specifically focused on
the inclusion of 3-shot and roleset information for
prompting experiments. Future studies include an
expansion on the prompting types and varieties to
better assess and categorize the errors observed
in models with the goal of providing more insightful
recommendations for meta-linguistic prompting for
PropBank annotation.

A broader application of this work is the possi-
bility of leveraging LLMs for building up seman-
tic resources for lower-resource languages with
limited capacity for mass-annotation efforts like
crowdsourcing. It is yet unclear what the extent
of multilingual meta-linguistic capabilities of LLMs
are. However, a wider net of experiments that in-
clude verb-argument behavior different from that
of English is a compelling future direction of this
research.

7. Ethical Considerations and
Limitations

Dataset Size. The goal of the work was to take
pulse of LLM capabilities regarding PropBank anno-
tation for the purpose of a close-up manual analysis
of the successes and mistakes the LLMs make in
the annotation process. For this purpose, the size
of the dataset was suitable. However, because
the dataset used in this work is indeed very small,
we do not recommend the set to be used as a full
diagnostic evaluation set.

English Centricity. PropBank is available not
only for English, but a wide number of languages
and domains. PropBank lexicons and/or corpora
now exist for for Chinese (Xue, 2006), Korean
(Palmer et al., 2006), Arabic (Zaghouani et al.,
2010), Hindi (Vaidya et al., 2013), Portuguese (Du-
ran and Aluísio, 2012), Finnish (Haverinen et al.,
2014), and Turkish (Şahin and Adalı, 2018), just to
mention those we know well. This work, however,
focuses on the aspects of PropBank annotation
that is relevant to English only. The findings we
offer may not hold for other languages.
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9. Language Resource References

A. Data Collection Details

For each verb, we leveraged COCA search to find
instances of the verbs in transitive, intransitive, and

middle voice usages. This allowed us to specify,
for example, expected noun phrases in both the
preverbal and postverbal positions for the transitive
voice, the expected subject noun phrase and gen-
erally a prepositional phrase for intransitives, and
finally the expected subject noun phrase and gen-
erally a postverbal adverbial phrase for the middle
voice. From the search results, we attempted to
select relatively simple sentences where the target
verb was the matrix verb. We selected 2 instances
of both transitive and intransitive usages, where
one usage was relatively concrete (e.g., ...a fringe
of activists broke some doors and windows of the
halls and committed two minor assaults and one
usage was more abstract (e.g., ...this number broke
all records for a single registration day. Note that
because PropBank senses are relatively coarse-
grained, such usages are generally classed as the
same sense as their semantics are similar as is the
argument structure (Bonial et al., 2010).

Finding middle voice usages was more challeng-
ing, as these are less frequent and often isolated to
advertising language. If we were unable to find the
target verbs in middle voice usages in COCA, we
completed secondary web searches and were able
to find such usages in product reviews. Given that
these usages are less frequent, we included and
annotated only one middle voice usage for each
verb, with the exception of the verb parse, for which
we could find only one intransitive usage but many
middle voice usages. Thus, we included one in-
transitive and two middle voice usages in addition
to two transitive usages for it.

We acknowledge that the defining criteria of both
intransitive and middle voice can be challenging.
Although our defining criteria may be debatable,
we note that we do not necessarily believe that a
mis-classification would significantly alter the find-
ings of our primary research question here, as we
were primarily searching for distinct syntactic re-
alizations of the same verb to determine if LLMs
could track the semantic roles across those distinct
realizations. Middle constructions are both particu-
larly challenging and particularly interesting as they
can be syntactically identical to intransitives (e.g.,
This cake cuts beautifully), but are semantically
distinct as the cake is not doing the cutting.

B. Full Prompts

We present our full prompts, where curly brack-
ets are placeholders for instances from our
35-sentence evaluation set.

Version 0 - “zero-shot-NoRoleset” (less info
than given to an annotator)
Given the following verb and sentence, produce
PropBank annotations of the verb sense and its

https://openreview.net/forum?id=yzkSU5zdwD
https://openreview.net/forum?id=yzkSU5zdwD
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arguments. Limit your annotation to the words in
the sentence provided.

Annotate this:
Sentence:
Verb:

Version 1 - “3-examples-NoRoleset” (same info
given to an annotator)
Given the following verb and sentence, produce
PropBank annotations of the verb sense and its
arguments. Limit your annotation to the words in
the sentence provided.

Example 1:
Sentence: They went to India and Nepal, stayed in
hostels and hiked mountains.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Arguments:
Arg0: They
Rel: hiked
Arg1: mountains

Example 2:
Sentence: Connor Kobal hikes regularly in Boulder
Mountain Park.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Arguments:
Arg0: Connor Kobal
Rel: hikes
ArgM-TMP: regularly
ArgM-LOC: in Boulder Mountain Park.

Example 3
Sentence: This trail hikes through a portion of the
historic area and then up to a ridge overlooking
Stone Valley.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Arguments:
Arg1: This trail
Rel: hikes
ArgM-DIR: through a portion of the historic area
and then up to a ridge overlooking Stone Valley.

Annotate this:
Sentence:
Verb:

Version 2 - 3-examples-Roleset (more info than
given to an annotator)
Given the following verb and sentence, produce
PropBank annotations of the verb sense and its
arguments. Use the roleset information provided
to produce the annotation. Limit your annotation to
the words in the sentence provided.

Example 1:
Sentence: They went to India and Nepal, stayed in
hostels and hiked mountains.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Roleset:
ARG0: causer of motion
ARG1: path of motion; location
Arguments:
Arg0: They
Rel: hiked
Arg1: mountains

Example 2:
Sentence: Connor Kobal hikes regularly in Boulder
Mountain Park.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Roleset:
ARG0: causer of motion
ARG1: path of motion; location
Arguments:
Arg0: Connor Kobal
Rel: hikes
ArgM-TMP: regularly
ArgM-LOC: in Boulder Mountain Park.

Example 3
Sentence: This trail hikes through a portion of the
historic area and then up to a ridge overlooking
Stone Valley.
Verb: hike
Sense: hike.01 (walk for pleasure or exercise)
Roleset:
ARG0: causer of motion
ARG1: path of motion; location
Arguments:
Arg1: This trail
Rel: hikes
ArgM-DIR: through a portion of the historic area
and then up to a ridge overlooking Stone Valley.

Annotate this:
Sentence:

Verb:
Sense:
Roleset:
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